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Drawing by Sdt Tucev Rafael

Hi kids! The following scribble can be paint in or made as a collage. You can use all different types of materials such as
watercolor, marker , pen or pencil. You can even glue colored paper. Let your imagination fly.. The most beautiful designs
will win a surprise! Submit your painting to the Media Detachement, Room KP Office 07.003.

Every day a child of the swisscor camp tells us about the
daily life in his own country
and about his impression of
the camp. Today, Milica Kostic (11) from Serbia says good
morning: “Dobro jutro”
Do you like the camp?
It’s excellent. I like it very much. I
can play with the soldiers and
other children. On the other hand,
I meet a lot of people. It’s great
fun.

What is your first impression
of Switzerland?
I knew that Switzerland is completely different from my country.
What I’ve heard are the stories
about cheese and chocolate; Switzerland is well known because of
these products…

Let’s talk about the camp. Is it
like you expected it?

Milica is happy
Weather today

Menu today
Breakfast

Weather tomorrow

Lunch Lunch bag
for BBQ
Drink
Dinner Risotto with
Mushrooms
Melon, Bakery

I really thought it would be different. I was already in Greece once.
There I had to live in a wooden
house. It was not as nice as here.

Do you have any plans for
your future?
Actually I don’t know…

Do you want to say hello to
anybody?
Yes, of course. I want to say hello
to my brother who actually stays at
the orphanage.

In the city of St. Gallen is a famous cathedral
which was built in the seventh century.
There you can find a very old and
big library, the "Stiftsbibliothek".

In Switzerland there are
many manufacturies that
produce watches as for
example the well known
brand "SWATCH".

The Matterhorn is one of the famous Swiss Mountains. It looks like a big pyramide. A chocolate the "Toblerone" - has the shape of the Matter-

The cathedral of Berne is
famous for it‘s rich decoration of stone figures.

Good to know about Switzerland...
The Bundeshaus in Bern
Bern is the capital of Switzerland. The famous
"Bundeshaus" is the government building,
home of the parliament of Switzerland.

Here you see the Emmental
Cheese. It is made in the
region of Emmental (Berne).
The cheese is full of holes.
They come from the bacterias who help to produce
the cheese.

Swiss pocket knive
All around the world you
can buy some Swiss Army
Knives. Firstly they were
produced for the Swiss
Army only. Now they are
some good tools for
everyone.

The swiss trains
These two young spotted cows are
living next to the Swisscor camp.

Switzerland is full of train connections
between all Swiss cities. The Swiss Federal
Railways are called “SBB”. The attached
picture shows a high-speed train.

